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1. Overview
REDCAP (REgionalization with Dynamically Constrained Agglomerative clustering and
Partitioning) is a toolkit for disease mapping using regionalization method, which is to
construct spatially contiguous regions (clusters) based on multivariate similarity
(homogeneity). REDCAP provides an integrated environment for the entire process of
data loading, algorithm configuration, result visualization, interactive exploration, and
result saving.
The software provides four hierarchical regionalization methods, which extend traditional
hierarchical clustering methods with spatial contiguity constraints, including the average
linkage (ALK), complete linkage (CLK), single linkage SLK, and the WARD's method.
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3. Launch REDCAP (from a command window)
Download redcap.ZIP file, extract and save it to a local folder of your choice. Open a
command window, navigate to the folder chosen above, type in the following command:
java -jar -Xmx1024m redcap.jar
The option “-Xmx1024m” is to allocate 1G RAM memory for java, which is needed to
process relatively large data sets. Depending on the data set size, this option can be
modified to allow more or less memory. Note: DO NOT double-click redcap.jar to start
unless your data set is small (e.g., < 500 items).
Output information is printed in the command window. If
somehow REDCAP does not work for your data, you can
report to us the error message in the command window so
that we know what goes wrong.

4. Create Contiguity File
To derive spatially contiguous regions, a contiguity matrix
is needed, which specifies which features are neighbors in
space. Such a matrix can be compiled manually or
automatically. REDCAP provides functions that can
automatically construct a contiguity matrix from a given
shape file, with the following steps:
 Contiguity  Create ROOK contiguity …
(rook is recommended over queen contiguity)
 Choose the shape file (*.shp) of the data set
 Save the contiguity file (*.ctg)
The contiguity file is in a CSV file format but with an
extension of “*.ctg”. The contiguity file can be opened in
any text editor for editing. Each row in the contiguity file
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only has at two fields: the IDs of two shapes that are neighbors (see the snapshot to the
right). Shape IDs are from the first column in the attribute table (*.csv).
The contiguity matrix must be a connected graph. In other words, all objects must be
connected and there should not be any island. The contiguity has no direction, i.e., if A is
a neighbor of B, then B is a neighbor of A. The automatic algorithm will check the
connectivity and add more links if necessary to force islands connected to other
components.
If you create a contiguity matrix manually, it is highly recommended that you use the
“Contiguity  Check …” function to check whether the graph is connected or not. If it is
not, the program will print out (in the command window) the objects in each component
and then you should manually add more entries to the contiguity file to make the graph
connected.

5. Load Data and Configure Variables

File  Load Data …
Choose the shape file.
Click Open.
Choose the contiguity file created in step 4.
Click Open.
Select variable(s) in the list  Submit Variables
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Set weights for variables (if there are more than one variable)






Each variable should be normalized by another variable.
Each variable (after the normalization if any) will be transformed to a Z-score (i.e.,
normalized to unit variance and zero mean). Then its weight will be multiplied.
Choose a smoother.
 For Empirical Bayes smoother, minimum population could be used to
control the “neighbors” which are used to smooth data. The default value
of minimum population is 0, which means only first-order neighbors will
be used to smooth data.
 For Adaptive kernel smoother, two parameters could be set. One is the
number of nearest neighbors used to smooth data. Another is model type.
Click “OK”. (Tab color of selected smoother would be set as RED.)

6. Configure Regionalization Algorithm






Choose the rate you want use
 “Smoother” + Original: use smoothed rate to construct the hierarchical
tree and original rate to partition the tree;
 “Smoother” + “Smoother”: use smoothed rate to construct and partition
the tree;
 Original + Original: use original rate to construct and partition the tree;
Choose a regionalization method (ALK is recommended)
In addition to the contiguity constraint, another constraint can be configured:
o You may choose a control variable (e.g., the number of features or the
population of each region)
o Set a control population threshold (e.g., # of features in a region > 3, or
region population >10,000,000).
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o If no additional constraint is needed, use “# features” and “0” for the
above two fields)
Set the maximum number of regions (the program will generate at most that
many regions)
o E.g., 10, which means the method will produce a hierarchy of 10 regions.
Click the “Run…” button and wait until it finishes.
Save the regionalization result
o The saved result (which is a csv file) has the same number of rows
(following the same order) as that of the input data (see Section 2). The
first column, “ObjectID” are from the first column in the attribute table
(*.csv).
o Each column (regions1, regions2, etc.) has the region id (ranging from 0
to k-1, where k is the number of regions at that level) for each feature at
that hierarchical level. For example, “regions1” column has only one
value (zero) since there is only one region (the entire map), “regions2”
column has two values: 0 and 1, and so on.

7. Explore Regions
In the System Message window (see below), the homogeneity (i.e., SSD measure) is
given for each hierarchical level. SSD for Cut (1) is 78.07. The smaller SSD is, the more
homogeneous each region is on average. One may copy and paste the SSD values to
Excel and draw a line plot. If more than one methods are tried, one can compare their
performance by overlaying their SSD curves in the same plot.
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The boundaries of each unit (e.g., counties) and regions and the filled color of each
region can be turned on/off if needed. One can change the region boundary color. One
can also change the number of regions to be shown (i.e., choose the hierarchical level).
One can also choose the smoothed rate or original rate on the map.
Following diagram shows the overview of REDCAP interface. Please refer to the
SOMVIS Manual for the interpretation of colors in the map when multiple variables are
chosen and for the interactive features supported in the map, PCP, and SOM to explore
the result.
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Appendix
Algorithm Configuration
Use smoothed or original rate: select different rate combination to build and
partition tree.
Regionalization Method: select a method from the four options. For details
about the methods, see (Guo 2008).
Control Population: select the control variable and specify the minimal value of
the control variable per region.
Maximum of Regions: the number of regions to be derived. Since the
regionalization is a hierarchical process, if you specify 10 regions, automatically
you also get 2, 3, .., 9 regions.
Run: start the regionalization process. For 3111 counties, it may take a minute to
finish.
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Save: save the regionalization result to a CSV file (whose name ends with
“_rgn.csv”). This file can be joined back to the shape file in ArcGIS and create
new shapes for regions (and aggregate attribute values).
Result Exploration
Smoothed Rate: turn on/off the smoothed rate for each unit.
Unit Boundary: turn on / off the unit boundary (e.g., county boundaries) to better
view region boundaries.
Region Color: turn on / off the region color.
Region Boundary: turn on / off the region boundaries
Boundary Color: change the color of region boundaries
Number of regions to show: this drop down list allows the selection of different
number of regions to be displayed in the Map. Once this list is selected, one can
use the UP and DOWN arrows to “animate” the hierarchy.
Map Panel
It presents the base map and the regionalization result. One can select data items in the
map. Right click on the map, and in the popup menu, you can do:
Map zoom in: drag mouse to draw a rectangle, or click
the desired center point
Map zoom out: map will be shrinked and centered on
that point.
Map full extent
Map panning: mouse drag in the map
Map selection: drag mouse to draw a rectangle --> all
features that intersect the rect will be selected.
Map selection (add): with SHIFT key down, make
another selection, which will be added to the current
selection.
Map selection (subtract): with SHIFT key down,
selecting an already-selected feature will de-select that
feature.
You can also use the mouse wheel to zoom in/out.

SOM Panel
The Self-Organizing Map is only used for mapping multivariate data (i.e.,
multiple variables are used). For details please refer to the reference (Guo, et al.
2005, 2006).
PCP Panel (An interactive “map legend”)
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Selection mode: chooses the selection mode (normal, intersection, union, or
indication)
Axis scaling: choose the scaling scheme of axes (nested means, data minmax, cell
minmax, global minmax, or customized linear)
View: view clusters or data items.
Axis ordering: choose the ordering of axes (optimal or original). Only useful for
multivariate data
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